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New MIDI-Handset SKR433-3
We are pleased to introduce to
the market our new Midi Handset
SKR344-3, which will be supplied
with all our operators as standard.
The attractive, sleek design incorporates a solid steel frame giving durability, coupled with the appearance
and feel of this quality product.
The size of our new Handset is
smaller than the oval Handset, with a
total weight of just 24 g. Despite this,
the range is outstanding – up to 100
metres!

A pleasing appearance and
functionality

A perfect team: Comparison of the new
MIDI and the MINI handset

Despite the smaller size of our new
Handset, the buttons are precise and
easy to use. As the buttons are set
below the main body of the Handset,
this makes unintended operation
quite difficult. A LED light is clearly
visible when a button is pressed to
open and close the garage door.
When operators are shipped out with
the new handsets included, we will
be supplying as standard a handset
holder, together with screw fixings.

Real Steel to hold the
Key-Ring
The solid steel frame
produces a sturdy
key ring holder.

High Quality
Garage Door Operators

UK Ltd.

Compatibility
The new SKR433-3 is fully
compatible with previous SKR
transmitters. Therefore it can be
used as a replacement for any
TS and TM series Operators and
with our external receivers.
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The perfect partner for the SKR433-3 : Handset Holder for Wall Mounting
The handset holder is fitted to the
wall with the screws provided. It provides a solid and secure home for an
additional handset and/or doubles up
as a Wall Mounted Remote. It is also
possible to leave some keys attached
to the Handset.

HINT!
When using the handset with
the TM series Operator, the
integrated light on the Operator
can be switched on without putting the Operator in to action.
Simply press button numbers 3
and 4 simultaneously. The light
will go off automatically once
the set lighting time has elapsed.
This works just the same as
the previous SKR433-1 oval
Handset.

One simple slide to have a wall-remote
One difference to the previous versions: hassle free, with a perfect and
stable fit every time!

At a glance: Changing the battery

Availability of the previous
handset SKR433-1
The predecessor SKR433-1 was widely liked for its‘ big round button.
Therefore we will keep a small stock
of the oval MIDI‘s. However, once
greater quantities should be required
a delivery time of 2 to 3 weeks may
apply.

The battery holder can easily be
accessed by removing the battery
lid. The CR2032 battery used for
the SKR433-3 is widely available and
simple to exchange. Using a little
screw driver will make it easier to
remove the battery.
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